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"Would You Teach a Fish to Climb a Tree? A Different Take on Kids with ADD, ADHD, OCD and

Autism" provides us with a refreshing and new perspective on these children who are so different

from their peers. Co-authored by three practitioners who have had remarkable success working with

them, this book is filled with practical tools, stories, observations, and life changing questions that

can be used by anyone who has one of these kids in their life and who is looking for something

different. These children are magical and you are sure to fall in love with many of them. There are

many magical adults as well â€¦ those who are willing to step beyond what so many experts in the

field advocate, into what they actually know to be effective with the children. Parents and siblings

and relatives; teachers and therapists and administrators; peers and loved ones and friends â€¦ all

will benefit from this groundbreaking book.
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When I read this book, it felt like I was beginning to understand myself for perhaps one of the first



times in my life. I am so grateful for this book for many reasons. I have worked with young children

my entire adult life and autistic children in particular, have always been drawn to me and I to them.. I

also told people close to me that I always felt like they were all telepathic and psychic as well. I

would invent telepathic games to play with them and be astounded by all that could be conveyed

between us! This book is amazing and the tools within are transforming my life- literally. Thank you,

sincerely -with tears of gratitude- THANK YOU for writing this book.

This is the most optimistic book I've read about children and people who do not fit what they feel

society expects of them. Reading it was uplifting. I return to it often.

It's amazing how these tools apply to all children, whatever issues they might have. Even though the

book is about ADD, ADHD, OCD and Autism, I found that it could really make a difference for most

of the children I work with (I am a preschool teacher).I've known many Access tools for a while now,

but didn't really integrate them in my work. I had this point of view that they were too difficult for

small children, but now it seems that was just an excuse...

Set our children free. That's the message I get reading this book. Love, compassion, understanding,

joy, freedom, difference are some of the keywords in this exceptional lecture. What a relief that this

kind, clear and limited approach excists. I highly recommend it to everyone who is logning for a shift

in our thinking about "disabilities". This is not full of hope, it's HOPE itself.

I found little in this book that applied to my son with autism & ADHD. Sad, I had been so hopeful.

Great tools to expand awareness, new possibilities, approach life whether you have kids, know kids,

like kids or not as we all have been kids:) I enjoyed reading this book very much, and stepping into

the non-verbal world of energy & awareness. Thank you for this contribution. What else is possible?

Fantastic book with a refreshingly open and different look on children with So Called problems. Full

of great tools to get them (and their parents/ teachers/etc) to bloom and be the ones they truly are!

Loving it!

this book was like the parent I never had and the acknowledgement of who and what I truly be that I

havent been willing to receive before, I am 27 and Im not the parent of the Xman, I am the X-man



beyond. I cried almost through the whole book releasing things that I locked up and from so much

gratiude for you that brought this book into existance, for the lifeform of the book itself and for my

willingness and the tenacity to uncover and have all of me. For me the contribution awarenesses

and acknowledgement also goes way beyond the words that are written on the pages, and sort of

the "downloads" of energy and contribution that goes way beyond words are just extraordinary. This

book is worldchanging. thankYOU- Josephine
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